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Environmental Headlines - prepared by the Region 8 Librarians - August 19, 2015 

Note: Many newspapers are beginning to adopt subscription policies to govern access 
to their online editions. In some cases, this involves the creation of a free user account; 
in others, paid subscription is necessary to view more than a set number of articles 
(usually 20) per month. If you have difficulty accessing the news articles you need, 
please contact the library or (303) 312-7226) for assistance. 
Please note that the new Region 8 intranet site does not allow access to older 
headlines; if you need assistance retrieving a news article from a previous week or 
month, please contact the library. 

Colorado 

Animas River: Long-term impacts of wastewater spill lie beneath the current 

EPA inspector general to review Colorado mine disaster 
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Utah attorney general watching how EPA handles spill damage 

Utah Attorney General not rushing to sue EPA over mine spill 

New EPA methane rules may be a wash amid Colorado's one-year-old rules 

Ben Carson visits Animas River to see mine that spilled waste 

Montana 

Does Butte, on top of massive Superfund site, have higher cancer rate? 

Libby-EPA proposed plan is based upon faulty science 

North Dakota judge grants hearing on federal water rule 
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Letter: Clean Power Plan: Nation needs limits on pollution 

Opinion: FWP didn't hear environmentalists at listening session 

EPA methane plan largely mirrors Wyoming's own 

Spruce budworm attacking Wyoming trees 

North Dakota 

Senators oppose federal methane rules 

South Dakota 

North Dakota judge grants hearing on federal water rule 
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Utah 

Utah lawmakers speculate feds might've orchestrated toxic river spill, ask AG to 
investigate 

Utah Attorney General Sean Reyes to tour Colorado mine as legal action remains on 
the table 

Toxic spill raises rafting concerns in Grand Canyon (w/photo of WQ's Ben Brown) 

Utah attorney general watching how EPA handles spill damage 

Senators suspicious of EPA, want mine spill investigate 

Navajo Nation Farmers Feel the Weight of Colorado Mine Spill 
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Experts: Utah's air 'looks bad;' no serious health threat 

Hazed out: See Ben Lomond disappear in 'second hand' smoke 

Fees coming down the pipe for South County cities 

Utahns Want to Preserve, Protect Farms, Poll Says 

Wyoming 

EPA methane plan largely mirrors Wyoming's own 

North Dakota judge grants hearing on federal water rule 
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New York Times 

Interior Department to Lead Review of Colorado River Spill 

US Proposes to Cut Methane From Oil, Gas by Nearly Half 
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